AREA 51 LUCIFERIAN SIGNATURES
The purpose of this chart is to highlight the various mathematical measurements of the Eye Pyramidion of Area 51. Those within the military and Black Ops are well aware of the occult nature of ancient knowledge of the Watchers or Fallen Angles that the Bible describes
are in open rebellion against the Creator YHVH. Lucifer is the Anointed Cherub that has devoted such motifs and the application sacred geometry to further his plans on Earth. His is using Humanity , those that are willing and his ‘Aliens’ and demons to abduct for the
continued perfection of their genetic manipulation to deface humanity of its humanity– as in the Days of Noah. The religion of Lucifer has unique and designated emblems that are used in sacrificial rites and rituals to energize their domain and minors to further their
diabolical plan to overthrow the Creator, YHVH. With the alliance of reprobate men and women, certain places and times are thus needed to harness the Earth’s grid lines. These places function as a fusion where the time-space continuum can be manipulated and pierced.
The ley-lines, sacred geometry provides the needed synchronization of desired frequencies to operate in that involve the Fallen Angel, demon and Grey technologies through the paranormal phenomenon.
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An example of a mass occult ceremony occurred on 9-11
and on the anniversary of the Ground Zero attack by he
Luciferians taking down their ‘Towers’. The attack was a
Kabbalist ritual of Satanic magic using numerology, a
place and time. The ‘signature’ of the entities behind the
veil of evil in the world show their ancient emblems in
Area 51.

The Lord of the Masons
The ‘God of This World’.
Interfacing dimensions through the World Religion

LUCIFER (1D)
Eye of Horus - ‘Light Bearer’
The Shining One

‘Bless our Work or Enterprise’
5 LETTERS
M-A-S-O-N

SPIRAL PYRAMID
A perfect pyramid with a spiral of inner
circles is carved in the desert to the west.
~6 circles
~100 km to Area 51 complex
~3,322 arcseconds

The religion of Nimrod, the 1st Mason has the iconic Eye
of Horus that resurrection as is the ‘Christ’ figure to come
and unite the world around a Tower. This ‘Tower’ was
interrupted by YHVH. The Pyramidion corresponds to the
year 2016 or 5776 when this ‘One’ will be disclosed
perhaps.
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‘New World Order’

.13 nautical miles

MDCCLXXVI
May 1, 1776
M and 1
Bavarian Illuminati
Established

72 Stones (3D)
1 Degree
Precession of the Equinox

13 Levels

7077 yards to ‘Eye’
37°13'58.27"N 115°48'21.94" W
37°24'03.60"N 116°52'04.41"W
A Hexagram grid to the west of Area 51.
~51 nautical miles to Area 51
~100° heading
~13 nautical miles from Spiral Pyramid
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GROUND ZERO
The point on the surface of the
Earth or water directly below,
directly above or at which a
bomb is exploded. It is also the
very beginning or most elementary level in generic terms such
as in a Kabbalistic initiation of
ritual and magic.

The Eye of Horus Pyramidion grid is in approximate phi ratio to the Eye. It serves as
the pyramidion of a greater expanse that perhaps incorporates the Great Pyramid
of Giza dimensions. The various measurements highlight the Masonic and Luciferian
signatures of sacred geometry. It is the only building rooftop painted in blue color.

The overt modern
day High Priest of
Lucifer’s Dagon
Religion of Nimrod

The Eye of Lucifer Pyramidion of Area 51 suggests by extrapolation association
that the Great Pyramid of Giza could be a blueprint hidden with certain grid
and ley lines of the facility directly corresponding. For example the Monolith
corresponds to one of the shafts. The Queen’s Chamber and Pit corresponds to
the ’X” runways that make up the Skull and Bones motif.
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